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A scorching tale of decadence, drama and bold outfits!Audrey realises Velvet Glove she's in
over her head while she will get embroiled with icy-cool banker, Sterling. His principles of
grownup enjoyable are greater than she will handle, so she Velvet Glove packs her baggage
and walks out of his luxurious Florida apartment, heading again to Washington DC looking for a
customary existence with a standard guy. yet for a woman like Audrey, this isn't as effortless
because it sounds.When Patrick Dugan, the charismatic proprietor of an old-world bar, Velvet
Glove fixes Audrey in his sights, a few unusual alliances are approximately to be formed. inside
per week Audrey talks her means right into a task at Patrick's bar and a room within the condo
he stocks with a drag queen jazz singer known as Basil. The hugely sexed roommates are
quickly getting intimate with every one other, even experimenting with video games of kinky SM
sex, yet Audrey quickly suspects that Patrck isn't all that he seems. Why is he pretending to be
gay? and what's he protecting up for his father, a pillar of the neighborhood community? Audrey
is so stricken by the enigmatic, dominant barman that she does not understand they're hooked
up via a mutual adversary- a chilly hearted guy who will take all of them down if he does not get
what he wants.
it is a quirky little book. The characters aren't as totally constructed as i want yet that does not
cease this booklet being enjoyable and a rollicking naughty read. Audrey will get lured clear of
her buddy Tommy whereas on hols in Florida, earlier than they get it on, through Sterling a likely
debonair older man, yet actually a median lively Dom. She does not desire to proceed wasting
herself with Sterling, heads again to Tommy, has somewhat slap and tickle, "finds" Patrick a
Dom with a softer touch, throw in a splash of Basil and he or she enjoys herself enormous time,
then will get a piece not sure so....hellooo Cynthia & do not forget solid ol' Tommy too. Phew, it
is now again to Patrick and a few extra intersting enjoyable to come, plus upload in a lovable
kitty cat, a splash extra Basil and Voila! - it is Velvet Glove. So, there's plenty of sex, and lordy
lord can Audrey get into Velvet Glove it! Lighter BDSM, anal, M/M, lady on lady D/s, voyeurism
it has got all of it really, so pay attention Velvet Glove to it you're angry via any of those things,
fortunately i am not so I rejoiced with it.
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